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Perfect for fans of Victoria Holt, Mary Stewart, and Barbara Michaels.

Can a curse strike twice in a woman's life? In 1854, teenaged chambermaid Clara Crofton was dismissed
from Gravesend Hall for having fallen in love with Richard Blackwood, the younger son of the house. Alone
in the world, Clara found a tenuous position as a seamstress, but she always blamed the Gravesend curse for
the disaster that had befallen her--and for Richard's death soon after in the Crimean War.

A proposal...
Now, more than eighteen years later, Richard's twin, Atticus, seeks out Clara with a strange proposal: if she
will marry him and live with him as his wife in name only to ease the mind of his dying father, Atticus will
then give her a comfortable income for the rest of her life. Clara knows that he is not disclosing his true
motives, but when she runs out of options for an independent life, she has no choice but to become Atticus's
wife.

A deception...
For Clara, returning to Gravesend as a bride brings some triumph... but also great unease. Not only must she
pretend to be a wellborn lady--and devoted wife to a man whose face is a constant reminder of the love she
lost--but ominous portents whisper that her masquerade brings grave danger. "This house will take from you
what you most treasure," her mother once warned her. But the curse has already taken the man Clara loved.
Will it now demand her life?

Learn how Clara's thrilling story unfolds in With This Curse, an addictive Victorian romantic suspense novel
by Amanda DeWees. Readers who enjoyed DeWees's acclaimed historical gothic romance novel Sea of
Secrets, as well as those who love Victorian mystery and gothic suspense alike, will be captivated by this
strong yet vulnerable heroine and her suspenseful journey through the perils of heartbreak, danger, and love.
From the theater world of Victorian London to the austere grandeur of a Cornwall manor house, Clara's
adventure takes her into the most dangerous territory of all: her own heart.

Length: 296 pages ~ Sensuality level: mild ~ Includes book club discussion questions

Categories: Victorian historical romance, gothic romance, Victorian mystery, Victorian romantic suspense,
historical romantic suspense, mystery, traditional gothic romance, romantic suspense fiction, gothic
romance fiction, gothic romance suspense, historical gothic romance, historical mystery, historical romantic
suspense, mystery, romantic suspense fiction, sweet historical romance, clean historical romance, clean
romance
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From reader reviews:

Lisa Knight:

The book With This Curse gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You may use to make
your capable a lot more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big
problem along with your subject. If you can make reading a book With This Curse for being your habit, you
can get considerably more advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about a number
of or all subjects. You are able to know everything if you like wide open and read a e-book With This Curse.
Kinds of book are several. It means that, science guide or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you
think about this reserve?

David Byrd:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information today can get by anyone on everywhere.
The information can be a expertise or any news even a huge concern. What people must be consider when
those information which is in the former life are challenging be find than now is taking seriously which one
is acceptable to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you get the unstable resource
then you have it as your main information it will have huge disadvantage for you. All those possibilities will
not happen throughout you if you take With This Curse as your daily resource information.

Charles Bryce:

You may get this With This Curse by go to the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it may to be
your solve difficulty if you get difficulties for your knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only by
means of written or printed but can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era including now,
you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your
ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately make
your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.

Terrance Pitt:

A lot of book has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by online on social media. You can
choose the top book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is known
as of book With This Curse. You can include your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it may
add your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware about
reserve. It can bring you from one destination to other place.
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